GRASSROOTS THEOLOGY
Elemental Trinity and the “Fullness of Four”
Steve B. calls attention to the “archetypal wholeness” of four and the incompleteness of
three. Divine Hypostasis is incomplete except for the hypostasis of the divine feminine.
See: http://www.gather.com/viewArticle.action?articleId=281474978495563
Carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, bread and bone, we belong to each other, we belong to
nature. Needles of light stitch the vapor fabric with strands whose ardor is love, the Heart
of the Mystery — the DIVINICOR. See: http://www.divinicom.com
Oneness of heart threads the purpose of bread and bone; Eucharist is the fabric of
purpose that cannot be denied of natural light captured in cell batteries of chlorophyll by
first symbionts.
See: http://www.secondenlightenment.org/The%20Evolution%20of%20Symbiosis.pdf
The enlightenment of purpose is colored green — the signal color of divinity consciousness and the destiny of purpose that enfolds all. Elemental symbiosis is Eucharistic
purpose, the “archetypal wholeness” of four: light, carbon, hydrogen and oxygen.
Elemental vapors become “liquid light” — essential feminine consciousness.
See http://www.authorhouse.com/Bookstore/LargeCover.aspx?bookid=39143
Purpose is the radical consciousness of Divine Communication; radical human / divine
hypostasis is open Wisdom — Minerva’s Owl — the metaphor of Soul / Conscience.
See: http://www.authorhouse.com/BookStore/LargeCover.aspx?bookid=72719
The EVOLUTION TRILOGIES:
I. DIVINICOM: What is COMMUNICATION
The first books of the Evolution Trilogies:
1. “Primary Scripture” — I. SECOND ENLIGHTENMENT — Divinicom
2. “The Possible Journey” — II. CONSCIOUS LIGHT — Divinicon
3. “2000—Summary Prevision” — III. JUSTIFIED LIVING — Divinicor
II. DIVINICON — What is CONSCIOUSNESS
The second books of the Evolution Trilogies:
1. “Quantum Religion” — I. SECOND ENLIGHTENMENT — Divinicom
2. “The Global Thinking Community” — II. CONSCIOUS LIGHT — Divinicon
3. “What Self-Donation Is” — III. JUSTIFIED LIVING — Divinicor
III. DIVINICOR — What is CONSCIENCE
The third books of the Evolution Trilogies:
1. “Religion & Civility” — I. SECOND ENLIGHTENMENT — Divinicom
2. “Green Religion” — II. CONSCIOUS LIGHT — Divinicon
3. “The Poetree Worldview” — III. JUSTIFIED LIVING — Divinicor

